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Promise not to tell

Fall from grace

Seattle gallery owner Virginia Troy has spent
years battling the demons that stem from her
childhood time in a cult. And now one of her
artists has taken her own life, but not before
sending Virginia a last picture: a painting that
makes Virginia doubt everything about the socalled suicide--and her own past.

From #1 New York Times bestselling author
Danielle Steel comes the gripping story of a
woman who loses everything--her husband, her
home, her sense of self and safety, and her
freedom.

by Jayne Ann Krentz

The Imam of T
Tawi-T
awi-Tawi
awi
by Ian Hamilton

Ava Lee is contracted by a senator in the
Philippines to quietly investigate a college on an
island province that he suspects is training
terrorists.

City of endless night
by Douglas J Preston

It begins as a manhunt for Grace Ozmian, the
missing daughter of a wealthy billionaire. The
NYPD assumes Grace, beautiful, reckless, has
simply sped off on another wild adventure but
then the young woman's body is discovered in an
abandoned warehouse.

An
Anyy day now
by Robyn Carr

A sequel to What We Find continues the
adventures of the characters from Sullivan's
Crossing, who greet diverse visitors at a rustic
campground at the crossroads of the Colorado
and Continental Divide Trails.

Brazen

by Loren D Estleman

When his former actress friend is murdered at a
crime scene staged to look the way Marilyn
Monroe was found, sometime film detective
Valentino is targeted with suspicion by police
detective Ray Padilla, who asks for Valentino's
help when another former actress is killed.

by Danielle Steel

Woman at 1,000 degrees
by Hallgrímur Helgason

A spirited eighty-year-old Icelandic woman
reflects on her life as she lies alone in a garage in
Reykjavik, waiting to die.

Operator down
by Brad Taylor

Former Delta Force Officer and New York
Times bestselling author Brad Taylor delivers a
heart-pounding thriller where Pike Logan's
search for a Mossad agent and ally puts him on
a collision course with a ruthless military coup
in Africa--and tests his loyalties to the
Taskforce.

The boat people
by Sharon Bala

The Boat People is an extraordinary novel about
a group of refugees who survive a perilous ocean
voyage only to face the threat of deportation
amid accusations of terrorism.

Pulse

by Felix Francis

When a smartly dressed man dies in the hospital
after being found unconscious at a local
racetrack, doctor Chris Reynolds searches for the
victim's identity and clues about what happened
only to be targeted by a ruthless killer.

